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Abstract

The term flaming refers to offensive language such as swearing, insults and hating comments. Anonymity renders an environment that encourages irresponsible acts by people to display offensive behaviors. The aim of this study is to examine the role of anonymity in the flaming activity in Malaysia. The Uses and Gratification Theory was proposed in order to explain flaming and its relation to anonymity. In-depth interview was conducted with 10 flamers of YouTube and the data was analyzed thematically. The results concludes that most of the flamers kept their identity anonymous due privacy concerns and for the freedom of speech. The rest of the flamers used their real name as a form of publicity, identity defining and to boost their self-confidence. This study contributes practically in the enrichment of the data on flaming for the concerning parties such as Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission, and Cyber Security Malaysia.
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Introduction

YouTube has been the breeding place for online abuse and hate-speech. The number of ‘trolls’ and the rate of flames are increasing day by day to the point where it is almost impossible to find a video on YouTube without a flaming comment on it. Negativity on the Internet is a norm since its existence but in the recent time, the presence of hate-speech and online abuse is at its peak. The term flaming refers to offensive language such as swearing, insults and hating comments (Moor, P.J., Heuvelman & Verleur, 2010). The Hacker’s Dictionary defines flaming as to speak rapidly or incessantly on an uninteresting topic or with a patently ridiculous attitude’. Flaming was also defined as verbal attacks...
intended to offend either persons or organizations. However, the word ‘flaming’ was not defined in any top dictionaries such as Oxford Dictionary, Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary and so on. The term was defined by scholars and researchers and is being mutually used up to date. In recent days, YouTube has been labelled as the number one website with the most number of flames (Khan, 2017).

First and foremost, anonymity is one of the major components of YouTube that leads one to flame. According to Aiken and Waller (2000) anonymity renders an environment that encourages all the irresponsible acts by people to display offensive behaviours. Anonymity refers to an environment that involves around with secrets, hidden identity and masked personalities where basically, ‘the notion of anonymity is related to freedom from identification, secrecy and lack of distinction’ (Scott & Orlikowski, 2012). Most users of YouTube are anonymous and go with an anonymous name and a random avatar to represent them in their ‘channel’ page (Khan, 2017).

Anonymity is characterized by its ‘un-identifiably’ which generates through the removal of self-identifying elements such as name and address (Wallace, 1999). Anonymity has been one of the concerned topics since the presence of Internet and computer mediated communication and has been debated over decades. Scholars around the world had intensified the debate surrounding anonymity where some are for it and some are against it. Brazier (2004), pointed out that anonymity as must in a computer-mediated communication environment to preserve ‘information piracy’ while Levmore & Nussbaum (2010), go against it by arguing that anonymity creates negative environment with hostility and juvenile levels of responsibility. This is most relatable to this study because anonymity is the root cause of one to flame in YouTube as their identity remains unknown to the other users.

Many debates on the presence of anonymity had been done before the millennium which was towards the end of 1990s where the issue of anonymity came to the concern as communication through internet started taking place tremendously. The scholars generally argued whether commercial Internet interests could ‘civilize’ the ‘wildness’ of the current Internet communication during that period.

Hoffman, Novak, and Peralta (1999) studied on egress the anonymous communication on the Internet to be more of a cooperative interaction. Froomkin (1999), argued on the legal standing of anonymity in the Internet and the World Wide Web while Marx (1999), questioned sociology aspects of visual anonymity on the Internet users. The technical composition of visual anonymity was studied by Wayner (1999), while Nissenbaum (1999), puts effort on defining and understanding anonymity. Allen and Land (1999) on the other hand expressed the different variations of anonymity across multiple contexts.

Flaming spins around with anonymity and its anonymous participants. The question is does anonymity really trigger flaming on the Internet? To answer this question, Reinig and Mejias (2004), did a study on the level of flaming and its criticalness in GSS (Group Support Systems)-supported discussions, and anonymity. The study was done on the flaming level of anonymous groups versus identified groups. A group of United States and Hong Kong under graduates’ business students were gathered in a room of an English speaking Public University located in Hong Kong. About 1 to 8 participants were made into a group of 17 Hong Kong students and 22 United States students. Both groups were divided into identified and anonymous groups.
This study by Reinig and Mejias (2004) was done based on two types of factors at the group level of analysis which is critical comments and flames. The results of the study show that identified groups generate more flame comments than anonymous groups and anonymous groups generated more critical comments compared to the identified groups in total. Reinig and Mejias (2004) quoted that, ‘As users become more anonymous, they may focus less on the social norms of their groups.’ The result predicted was not achieved in this study because of the overall setting of the place where the study was conducted. All the students were placed in the same room, so it could have been less anonymous and reduction in social context cues. Does this mean that reduction is non-verbal cues often causes flaming and bad behaviour?

According to Lea, Spears, and Watt (2007) reduction in physical and non-verbal cues does makes communication and behaviour to be more unswayed and impersonal with the presence of anonymity. Lea et al. (2007) had also addressed that anonymity has the tendency on how a person considers himself/herself when during a discussion forum in an anonymous situation. Three major issues finding has been identified in his study. The first issue evaluated the consequent upon visual anonymity on impersonal communication in contrast to depersonalized communications. Results show that even though individuals are task-focused but at the same time had more concern on how other people view them as a person. It also increased the tendency on recognizing themselves as a part of the group rather than seeing themselves as an individual. The first issue concludes that anonymity shifts individuality into seeing one as a member of any group that they are interacting with. This makes sense as users of YouTube often see themselves as a part of the group that they are commenting with.

The second issue that were discussed in Lea et al., (2007) study was on whether anonymous condition influences the perception and behaviour of an individual on social groupings such as immediate group and wider social categories such as race and nationality. The result indicates that anonymity is more influential to immediate group rather that wider social categories. This concludes that anonymity mainly reduces interpersonal cues which affect self-approach and others’ perception in interacting with temporary groups rather than pre-existing social categories such as nationality and gender. This is very valid point for this study as commenting in YouTube particularly in a certain video requires the users to just focus on an issue at the time of commenting, hence putting themselves it an immediate group while commenting. This situation makes them more prone to be flaming as anonymity is more influential in an immediate group.

The third issue of Lea et al. (2007) evaluated the effects of behaviour and perceptions of participants of anonymity groups. The point was to investigate how one looks into another person or evaluate the self-perceptions under a full anonymous situation where the images or any identity of the participants are not being revealed to each other. When everyone is anonymous participant tend to have self-stereotyping where they group themselves into the group they are interacting with rather than seeing them as unique individuals. Most times, a participant of any particular group does not act negatively or express their views openly as they are afraid that they will be punished by other group mates. Therefore, the overall study that was conducted by Lea et al. (2007), proves that communications that happens online may not necessarily more impersonal than face-to-face communication. Group based Internet communications are seen to be moving together as a whole rather than seen as an individual when it is visually anonymous.
This whole scenario is of social networks moving as a group can be related with this study because according to Moor, P. J., Heuvelman & Verleur (2010), YouTube is a community. The participants eventually move in together and blend in with a group or categorize them as a community of something they are attached to. A basic example is being the fan of top celebrities of Hollywood such as Justin Bieber and naming themselves as ‘Believers’. Same goes to being a fan to top YouTubers such as ‘Superwoman’ and calling themselves as ‘The Super Team or Unicorns’. So, these fans move in together as a group and this bunch of people defends their celebrity by ‘punishing’ whoever that flames in their videos. For example, the fans comments ‘haters back off’ or simply flags or reports the flaming comments.

A recent study by Kwon and Gruzd (2017), on swearing behaviour on YouTube revealed that one of the reason for aggressive and emotional texts on YouTube is due to the fact that most of its users are anonymous. This study examined comments on the official Donald Trump’s channel and proved that anonymity is also one of the reason for the users of YouTube to spread hostility on this site. Another study by Fernandez (2017) on the issue of racism on social media also proved that anonymity leads to hate-speech and also encourages racism. It was revealed that extremist communities uses YouTube as their platform to display negativity due to the low anonymity barrier of the site.

Anonymity is being reviewed in this study mainly because the prime reason for one to flame is because of the hidden identity of the user. When an account of a user appears anonymous, the tendency of the particular person to flame increases. More swearing, hate-speech and hostility is displayed due to the absence of one’s identity.

Most YouTube related studies that used UG as the theory, used quantitative as their method of study. Contrary to that, this study focuses on qualitative method which uses interview as its method. This study contributes to the usage of UGT in a new perspective which is gratification sought through negativity (flaming). This study also contributes practically in the enrichment of the data on flaming for the concerning parties such as Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission, and Cyber Security Malaysia.

**Methodology**

Qualitative research method involves process such as rising inquiries and systems, data gathered in the participant’s setting, information examination inductively assembling from particulars to general themes, and the researcher making interpretations of the significance of the information (Creswell & Poth, 2017). The final written report is structurally flexible depending on the outcome of the data interpreted which is also one of the benefits of the qualitative research method (Creswell & Poth, 2017).

In-depth interviews were done for this study which includes intensive individual interview or meeting with a limited number of participants to explore their points of view on a specific thought, situation or circumstance (Boyce & Neale, 2006). Face-to-face interviews was conducted after a mutual agreement on the venue and date. This technique empowers to produce factual data, participants’ assessments, preferences, attitudes and other supportive data turning out amid the discussion with informants.

Along these lines, up close and personal interview method guarantees the quality of the answers and expands the response rate (Duncan & Fiske, 2015). The population of this study is those who comments negatively on YouTube’s comments’ section whom better known as flamers or trolls. The ‘flamers’ were identified through the comments’ section of YouTube. Flamers were chosen through YouTube comment section in
Malaysian themed recent YouTube videos using purposive sampling. They were then messaged privately to their YouTube inbox asking for a face-to-face interview session.

The criteria of a flamer in this study is anyone who comments negatively on YouTube despite the number of times he/she has flamed online. According to Mason (2010), the minimum sample size to achieve saturation point suggests a number of 10 respondents of interview to obtain a valid data. Other reasons for choosing 10 respondents are due to the fact that different individual has different point of view and also to obtain a variety of answers on this issue and avoid biasness. Since the in-depth interview method will be implemented in this study, the method only requires a small number of informants (Guion, Diehl, & McDonald, 2011).

This study also selects its informants using purposive sampling method. Purposive sampling method is chosen in view of attributes and a specific characteristics of a population that are in line with the goal of the research. Purposive sampling is otherwise called judgmental, specific, or subjective sampling (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016). Purposive sampling method enabled the researcher to make selection for the most productive and right respondents according to the requirements of this study and they were contacted for an interview session.

The types of purposive sampling applied in this study were the homogeneous sampling method. Homogeneous sampling is the type of sampling method that focuses on candidates/population of study that shares similar characteristics, behaviours, acts (Etikan, Musa, & Alkassim, 2016). The idea is to focus on this precise similarity and how it relates to the topic being researched. As for this study, the population of study are the flammers who flames on YouTube who also happen to have the negative personality traits which is through the display of hostility on online forums, especially YouTube.

The thematic analysis technique is used for analyzing the data for this study. The thematic analysis is done through line-by-line coding on the findings and the researcher gathered data through brief ideas of the information obtained (Creswell, 2007). This study questions on the role of anonymity in the act of flaming on YouTube videos in Malaysia.

Validity, according to Kirk and Miller (1986), is an issue that relies upon the observation, interpretation of the perceptions by the researcher. It was fundamental for the researcher to pick up acknowledgment and agreements of the different forms of qualitative research and to centre around the suitable research strategies (Silverman, 2016). The validity of this research was made sure in the in-depth interview through confront the informants of the study. The informants were sent the transcript of the interview session held through e-mail and they were requested to check if the interview transcript were coded verbatim, word-by-word. This was to ensure that there were no changes made in the process of transcription and in order to justify the validity aspects of this study.

Considering the privacy of every interviewee, the data collected and all the information gathered through the interview session were kept confidential at all times. The informants were assured that none of them will be identified or addressed by name at any time during this research. Creswell (2012), stressed that any sort of maltreatment such as, psychological, social, economic, physical of the interviewee and interviewer that are involved in the research is to be prevented as a fundamental role of ethics in any research process.

The aim intended in this study to understand the role of anonymity in the use of YouTube by Malaysians, thus the theory proposed is the Uses and Gratifications Theory (UGT). UGT is a theory which explains why and how people use certain media to gratify...
their needs and desires (Blumer & Katz, 1974). Ultimately, the UGT is a theoretical framework that is treated to be one of the most appropriate frameworks that explain both psychological and behavioral propensities of a person in a computer-mediated communication (Lin, 1999).

For this study, this aspect suits best to explain the psychological thinking and the behaviors of those who uses YouTube and those who indulge themselves in the act of flaming. Since the theory questions on what people do with media, and looks into both behavior and psychology part of a person, it is best used to explain the phenomena of flaming in the context of the willingness of one to reveal their identity on this site.

**Results and Discussion**

Identity revelation in social media has always been a choice for every user. The participants of the online world can choose to either keep themselves anonymous or reveal their identities. A condition or character with respect to whom or what a thing is; the characteristics, convictions, and anything that recognize or distinguish a person or a thing (Olins, 2017). According to Fearon (1999), identity explained in two ways, in which social category and personal identity, which is directly proportional to online discourse activities where both social aspects and individuality matters.

‘In the former sense, an ‘identity’ refers simply to a social category, a set of persons marked by a label and distinguished by rules deciding membership and (alleged) characteristic features or attributes. In the second sense of personal identity, an identity is some distinguishing characteristic (or characteristics) that a person takes a special pride in or views as socially consequential but more-or-less unchangeable.’

As for YouTube, the users need to be registered and needs to complete a login process in order to create an account on the site. The users must provide a name and valid email address for the process. Certain users even upload an image or an avatar that represents them. Anonymity has always been a popular issue of discussion on any online forums. Therefore, the researcher had asked the question of whether the name used in their YouTube account real or anonymous. The following are the transcripts of those who prefer to keep their image and identity hidden.

“No. Obviously not because I don’t want to reveal myself when I do flaming comment. And I... Ya. It is like ... For you to comment freely, you need to have to have some privacy. You cannot reveal yourself and write flaming comment on the video. And hiding my identity gives me a freedom to comment flaming type of comments” (Informant 1). “Not my real name because I don’t want people to know who I am. I can express my opinions freely without fear” (Informant 3). “No. Not my real name because of privacy issues” (Informant 5). “I don’t want others know who I am. This will make me easy to comment whatever I want. No one can find me. Or track me” (Informant 7). “No. it’s not. I think it’s privacy to put your real name there. It’s easily to search for my name after that if someone wants to search” (Informant 8). “Not my real name. I don’t prefer to reveal my identity” (Informant 10).

According to the majority answers of the informants above, anonymity has been a major part or reason for them to comment maliciously on YouTube. This is solely due to the anonymity reasons where their identity kept hidden.

This can be proved by the study that has been done by Kwon and Gruzd (2017) where a study was done on a set of YouTube videos based on Donald Trump’s campaign channel. This study investigates whether forceful comments and swearing on YouTube
content is in fact infectious and contagious. The result of this research affirms that swearing is not solely a result of an individual discourse and speech tendency but also a spreadable social practice that involves anonymity. This study confirms that anonymity plays an important role in aggression level portrayed on social media especially on YouTube.

Another study by Khan (2017) done on user participation and consumption level of YouTube. This study involves a sample of 1143 users of YouTube where it revealed that anonymity is one of the major cause of negativity displayed on the site. This also supports the idea of privacy online and freedom of speech of those who performed hostility online, similar to the answers to the informants above. This provides justifications on why most users prefer to be anonymous when it comes to interacting and commenting on social media sites.

The rest of the informants agreed of using the real name as their YouTube account username. The prefer allowing their names online simply for publicity, identity defining and due to self-confidence level. Their answers listed below:

“Yes it's my real name. Because I sign up account, and put up the videos of mine on YouTube. By that way I want people to notice me by my real name. I’m not just a commenter on YouTube; I also upload videos to YouTube. Now, when I become a grown up man so I feel like why hiding your name? Why faking your real username, like you making some other – for example, Animal Lover for example but now I feel like I'm mature enough so I can face it. Face the world. Face any hatred or any kind of predicaments so I feel like I can handle it. So, I use my real name” (Informant 2).

“Yes, my real name. I don’t think I should fake it. Since it’s my account, it should be in my name and it should define my identity. So, why should I use a different name for that?” (Informant 4).

“It is because I don't have any reasons for faking my name” (Informant 6).

“It is because I feel that I don't unnecessarily comment irrelevant things. I make sure my comments are truly what I believe in and I don't feel the necessity in hiding my identity when commenting on any video Section” (Informant 9).

According to the informants above, revealing their actual name on YouTube is the right thing to do to retain their originality. As a term, it frequently conveys positive meanings — ‘authentic’ or realism can be characterized as ‘adjusting to a unique in order to repeat fundamental elements’ or ‘not false or impersonation.’ At the point when connected to identity, it inspires meanings of being ‘consistent with one's own particular identity, soul, or character,’ (Merriam-Webster, 2014). This proves that users with real name experiences self-confidence through identity defining on social media cites.

Haimson and Hoffmann (2016) suggested that on the web, realness' portraying nature reflected in the decisions users must make in regards to individual or enlightening divulgence. When rounding out online profiles or drawing in with others on the web, the online users must settle on decisions about uncovering or enabling access to subtle elements of one's life. These decisions speak to a sort of ‘personal branding’ that may seem to be genuine relying upon the setting of the revelations and the standards and affordability of a given site. These can be a factor on why certain users of YouTube need the access of YouTube for publicity and fame as related to the answers on Informant 2.

The answer provided by the informants on the issue of identity revelation concluded as a recap in the Figure 1 below:
Conclusion

The results of this study concludes that most of the flamers kept their identity anonymous due privacy concerns and for the freedom of speech. The rest of the flamers used their real name as a form of publicity, identity defining and to boost their self-confidence. It is indeed a choice of the users of YouTube to whether or not to reveal their identity but in most cases anonymity do motivate flaming activities as it keeps their image hidden. In other cases, the flamers are more than happy to reveal their identity for satisfaction purposes which also supports the justification on the use of the uses and gratifications theory to explain this phenomenon.

YouTube has been a place for gaining satisfaction such as through watching talk shows and so on (Haqqu, Hastjarjo, & Slamet, 2019). Through the outcome of this study, a different view on gratifications on usage of media has been identified through the usage of YouTube. Gratifications are now sought in an extreme way which includes negativity. Users of YouTube in Malaysia are revealed to have obtained gratifications and satisfaction through profanity as suggested by the outcome of this study. This can be considered as a contribution towards the development of this theory that includes a new angle which is negativity in the gratifications that users are looking for.

Considering practical contribution of this study, psychologically, the human minds tend to reflect whatever they see in their daily activities. From the act of flaming and by becoming ‘keyboard warriors’, peoples spread hatred by hating each other, hating other religions, other races and beliefs, other countries and this situation follows through. Whatever people see and read will affect them in both online and offline mode and chances are that hatred will be conveyed in their daily lives as a Malaysian and provokes conflict.

It is concluded that flaming in Malaysia is indeed a process. From the usage, thoughts, attitude, behaviour and finally commenting pattern, the flaming activity has been a typical culture of the local flamers. The aim of the flamers at the end of the day is to get gratified and to obtain satisfaction through hostility online. This is in line with the Uses and Gratifications theory used for this study which also agrees upon the idea of users of media to be an active participant and the media use is directed to goal. The medium used is also influenced by the use of other media and finally the value judgments of any media lies within the users themselves. Flaming is indeed a choice of any flamers whether or not to keep indulging in it for self-satisfaction. With proper awareness and motivation, this awful activity can be reduced in any social media sites, including YouTube. In this point of time, even a simple hashtag can be used to convey a short message, live alone comments' sections (Mulyadi & Fitriana, 2018).

Hopefully this study will also be an advantage for the government as it will provide data on how severe this problem really is. The government will then be able to implement the necessary measures to mitigate the problem.
new laws and policy for future YouTube users and gradually the act of flaming can be decreased. This study also may add relevance to the future data of Cyber Security Malaysia, MyCert, Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission and other concerning parties. It is also recommended that artificial intelligence to be used on YouTube in order to tackle to issue of anonymity.
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